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Perceptual Image Quality Metrics 

Jacques А. J. Roufs, Huib de Ridder, Joyce Westerink 
Institute voor Perceptie 0nderzoek 

Postbus 513 
5600 МD Eindhoven 

The Netherlands 

Тhere is а rapidly growing awareness that the quality experience of the human 
observer is the ultimate criterion for the technical quality of display 
systems, coding algorithms and image-processing systems. 

In order to estaЫish useful relations between perceptual quality and the 
physical image parameters, quantitative measures of subjective quality and its 
underlying dimensions are necessary. 

In analyzing the different methods for doing so, а distinction between 
appreciation-oriented and performance-oriented quality proЫems was found to 
Ье useful. Examples of different methods for scaling of perceptual quality 
and the strength of its underlying factors, matching of iso-quality curves, 

· scaling of impairment and also thresholds as the upper-limits of unwanted and 
lower-limi~s of wanted phenomena will Ье dealt with critically. 
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Display engineers, specialists in image coding, image processing 
and related areas show а growing awareness that the quality 
experience of the human observer is one of the ultimate criteria 
of the technical quality of imaging systems. However, this 
awareness can only Ье transformed into effective action if 
perceptual image quality and its underlying factors, such as 
brightness or sharpness can Ье measured and related, with the 
physical image parameters such as luminance or bandwidth. 
Unfortunately the validity and efficiency of the different 
methods to obtain quantitative data on these perceptual 
attributes are still under discussion. Comparisons of different 
scaling techniques, comparisons of scaling results with other 
methods such as matchings, as well as interlaboratory tests can 
provide more insight into the properties of these judgement 
techniques. These different techniques should Ье applied to the 
same test material. 
This paper concerns this kind of comparison in relation with 
perceptual quality and its underlying dimensions. Attention will 
also Ье paid to how the results of the measurements depend on 
the subjects and the selection of the scenes. 
Perceptual image quality can have а different meaning in 
different environments (Roufs, Bouma 1980). А distinction 
between appreciation and performance-oriented environments is 
sometimes useful. HDТV images can Ье given as an example of the 
former, VDUs of the latter. 
Instances stemming from both areas will Ье discussed. 
Perceptual image quality is not easy to define (Roufs, Bouma 
1980). The word implies а degree of excellence. In an apprecia
tion-oriented environment this may Ье interpreted as the aЫlity 
to please the еуе. In а performance-oriented environment it 
expresses the suitaЬility in usage to complete а task. 
As а quantity it may Ье associated in the mathematical sense 
with а functional, whose underlying dimensions are perceptual 
attributes. Mul t_i-dimensional analysis of image quali ty 
judgement revealed in some cases dimensions which are close to 
what one would expect on the basis of common daily experience 
(Nakayama et al. 1980). Iл the case of ТV images, global 
brightness, brightness coлtrast, sharpлess and size are examples 
of such factors. In mалу cases these factors are the most direct 
link with the physical image parameters. However, sometimes the 
dominant dimensions are not easily defined. In this paper the 
latter will Ье disregarded. 



Measures of guality or impairment and the strength of perceptual 
attributes 

The most direct approach to the measurement of psychological 
quantities such as perceptual quality or the strenght of its 
dimensions is provided Ьу psychology itself. 
At least three types of measurements were found to Ье useful in 
this area: 
1 ) Scaling in the sense of ordering sensations (e.g. Torgerson 

1958, Krantz et al. 1971). It is а very important tool in 
image quality research, but is also controversial (e.g. 
Poulton 1977, Techtsoonian 1973). How to make an adequate 
choice from the different scaling techniques availaЬle is 
still а matter of great interest. This will Ье discussed 
in greater details below. 

2 ) Matching is а procedure to equate stimuli subjectively with 
respect to some criterion (e.g. Bock and Jones 1968). In 
this context it is used to determine trade-off functions 
between different competing physical parameters or to check 
iso-sensation curves obtained from scaling experiments. 
Examples will Ье given later on. 

3 ) Thresholds are usuaslly expressed in the strength of а 
physical parameter needed to make а perceptual attribute 
just visiЫe (e.g. Laming 1973). In the context of image 
quality, thresholds can Ье viewed as either the upper 
limits of signals that introduce impairments or the lower 
limits of parameters which control attributes meant to Ье 
seen. 

Within the limitation of this paper only а few examples сап Ье 
given. А kind of serendipity is unavoidaЫe. 

Representativeness of scaled values 

Scaling according to categories such as adjectives or numЬers is 
one of the fastest methods to order sensations in rank. However, 
occasionally doubts concerning its validity occur. Questions are 
raised such as: Are the results obtained from а group of 
subjects representative for an other group? Are the results 
reproduciЫe, especially in different laboratories? Are the 
resuits monotonuously and unЫased related to the sensations? 
Can anything Ье said about the relation between the strength of 
the sensation and its rating? 

Interlabority tests performed Ьу international organizations 
such as CCIR or Ьу large project organizations such as Eureka 
1 95 showed results that are representative and reproduciЫe. The 
condition is that the tests should Ье performed with identical 
material under well controlled conditions. А trial series 
containing almost the complete range of the parameter set and 
preceeding the test helps the subjects to estaЫish their 
internal scale. Fig. 1 shows the classic example of the COST 211 
test. Four coding algorithms for videophone systems were 
compared on а category scale, using the adjectives given in Fig. 
2 (Allnett et al. 1983). Ву means of Thurstones' model the scale 
was transformed into numЬers (e.g. Torgerson 1958). Note that 
the results from the subjects of 5 different countries show а 
satisfactorily parallel. The judgements for the algorithms are 
quite different and demonstrate the sensitivity of the method 
and the effect of different scenes. The latter indicates the 
importance of а proper choice of standard scenes. 
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Some results of the COST scaling experiment, performed 
in 5 European countries as indicated. А numerical 
quality scale derived from assessments according 
adjectives is plotted for 4 different algorithms. 
Every point represents the average of about 30 
subjects. The results of two test scenes are shown 
( m=З, m=4 ) . 
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The adjectives of 5 European languages used to scale 
perceptual image quality plotted in Fig. 1. 

This will Ье confirmed in the next example under тv conditions. 
It concerns the effect of gamma on perceptual image quality. In 
this case quality is assessed on а numerical 10-point category 
scale. Generally, subjects handle this type of scale easily. 
They stabilize their internal scale after having seen the 
introductory trial series. The typical advantage of а numerical 
category scale is its flexibility. The difficulty of finding 
proper adjectives along one dimension especially in the case of 
extremely small or wide ranges can Ье circumvented. The 
subjective equidistancy of the numbers can Ье tested easily 
(Edwards 1957). If necessary the scale can Ье transformed in an 
equal interval scale Ьу the method mentioned previously. 



Intersubject - compared with interscene effects 

Fig. з shows perceptual quality judgement of Ыасk and white тv 
images generated Ьу an image processing system. The independent 
variaЫe gamma is the power that characterizes the non-linear 
luminance reproduction curve of the imaging system, which is а 
power law in good approximation. The average luminance, being 
also а quality dimension, is kept constant here. Although 
subjects are consistent with one another in their judgement, 
different scenes show surprisingly large differences in the 
optimal value of gamma. In Fig. 4 the average values of all 
subjects are plotted, demonstrating the effect of scenes more 
clearly. 
Brightness contrast, which is the dominant changing quality 
factor in changing gamma, was scaled Ьу the same subjects and 
the same scenes using the same methods. The results are shown 
in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 the quality judgements of Fig. 4 are 
plotted as а function of the rating of perceived brightness 
contrast of Fig. 5. All curves tend to coincide, suggesting that 
the reason for the different optimal values of gamma in Fig. 4 
is closely connected with different transformation of gamma in 
brightness contrast for the various scenes. We will not discuss 
this in greater detail here. 
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Fig. З Quality ratings Ьу three 
subjects as а function 
of the (overall) values 
of gamma for three 
different scenes. Every 
scene has а constant 
mean luminance (TIE 121, 
7.5 cd.m-2 ; DEMER, 29.З 
cd.m-2 ; GROEN, 13.9 
cd.m-2 ) . 

Numerical category scales versus non-metric scales 

Comparison of pairs is а non-metric type of scaling (Shepard 
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Fig. 4 Mean quality rating Ьу 
the three subjects in 
figure з as а function 
of gamma for the three 
scenes indicated. 
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Fig. 5 Mean values of (sub
jective) global bright
ness contrast scaled Ьу 
the subjects in figure 
з as а function of gam
rna for the sarne scenes, 
of which the mean lumi
nance was kept constant. 
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1966, Kruskal and Wish 1978). Subjects are not compelled to 
handle numЬers. Merely distances or similarity of two pairs are 
ordered. This method is considered to have а high validity, 
however it is also laborious. Fig. 7 shows а cornparison of а 
nurnerical 10-point scale with the result of the comparison of 
pairs. In this case subjective sharpness, another important 
quality dirnension (Nakayarna et al. iЬid ) was scaled. The 
independent variaЫe is the 6dB cut-off frequency of а second 



order 2D spatial filter. The pointspread function of this filter 
is convolved with the image in order to change spatial resolu
tion of the image in а controlled way. The parameter is qamma, 
described above. Since the non-metric experiment was very time 
consuming, it was only done Ьу one subject, while the category 
scaling results are the averages of З subjects. The results 
obtained with the numerical category scale are very ~imilar with 
those of the non-metric scale. Of course, this does not imply 
the generalization that the category scale is as valid as the 
non-metric scaling all circumstances. 

Fig. 7 
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Scaled perceived sharpness as а function of the 2D 
spatial cut-off frequency, gamma being the pararneter. 
The category scale values are an average of 4 subjects 
RB, TL, МВ and PS. The pair cornparison scale values 
are the data of subject PS. 

Consistency of matching and scaling 

The fact that two dimensions are involved allows us to construct 
trade-off functions, since horizontal iso-sharpness lines 
intersect the family of curves at different cut-off frequency
gamma comЫnations. These iso-sharpness trade-off functions are 
shown in Fig. 8. This brings us to the possiЫlity of checking 
these curves Ьу direct matching. Subjects appeared to Ье аЫе to 
match two images of an identical scene with different resolution 
Ьу varying gamma. These resuls are also shown in Fig. В, and are 
generally. consistent with the iso-sharpness curves. It is of 
some interest to see whether such а consistency would also Ье 
the case if а more global attribute such as perceptual quality 



is judged. In Fig. 9 the perceptual quality of projected images 
of different luminances is rated as а function of image size 
(Van der Zee and Boesten 1980). An adjective category scale was 
used, which was translated into а number scale Ьу Thurstone•s 
model. Since two variaЫes are involved, iso-quality trade-off 
functions can Ье constructed. In Fig. 10 these functions are 
drawn and compared with matching results obtained with identical 
images of different sizes varying the luminance (Boesten and Van 
der Zee 1981). In view of the complexity of the attribute 
perceptual quality , the consistency between these results is 
quite encouraging. 

Fig. 8 
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Garnma versus cut-off frequency trade-off functions 
derived from the iso-quality curves of numerical 
category scaling and of the pair comparisons. Direct 
matching is also drawn in the same plot. 

Impairrnents 

Sometimes it is more appropriate to scale impairment instead of 
quality (De Ridder and Majoor 1988). This is, for instance, the 
case if one is dealing with impairments due to quantization 
errors in certain image coding algorithms. In Fig. 11 а simplif
ied diagram of scale-space coding (Martens and Majoor 1989) is 
drawn. 
Only two layers of Ыnomial kernels with the two smallest 
dimensions are shown. In the first layer the original image is 
sampled Ьу an array of 2D kernels which are 2 pixels apart. The 
resulting sampled image can Ье interpolated and compared with 
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the original. The prediction error signal is transmitted. In the 
next layer this procedure is repeated and so on. Important 
quantities are the quantization steps qo and ql of the quan
tizers Q. Large steps cause image errors which become manifest 
subjectively as unsharpness and speckles. 

Fig. 9 
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an adjective category scale and translated into 
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lurninance is the pararneter. The points are averages of 
29 subjects and 5 scenes (Van der Zee, Boesten 1980) . 
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Fig. 10 Log .size versus log luminance, as derived from the 
'iso-quality curves of figure 9. The direct matching of 
one of the subjects has been drawn for comparison 
(Boesten, Van der Zee 1981 ) . 



Fig. 12 shows the results of perceived impairment, using а 
numerical category scale, as а function of the step size qQ, in 
the case where only the signal of the finest mesh is quantized. 
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Fig. 11 Sirnplified diagrarn of а scale-space coding algorithrn 
(Martens, Majoor ) . The effect of the quantization of 
the error signal q 0 or q 0 and ql was studied. 
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In the same figure the strength of unsharpness, being one of the 
irnpairment dimensions, is plotted. The scale values of impair
rnent and unsharpness were equalized at the largest quantization 
step because all subjects reported that at this step the 
impairrnent consisted of unsharpness only. The data dernonstrate а 



systematic difference in functional behaviour between the scaled 
impairment and the scaled sharpness. А linear transformation of 
the difference is plotted in Fig. lЗ, together with the rating 
of the perception of speckles. The similarity of the curves 
suggests additivity of the two impairment dimensions in accor
dance with Alnetts (1983) assumption. 
At threshold level it is of some interest to see how quantiza
tion errors produced in two layers of different mesh widths 
comЫne. Fig. 14 shows thresholds of various comЫnations of q 0 
and q+. The curves indicate that the thresholds of the two 
quant1zation errors are almost independent. (At supra threshold 
level, however, this is not true, as will Ье shown elsewhere.) 
Once more the scene does affect the relations relatively 
strongly, although the independence is conserved. 

Fig. 14 
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Threshold of impairment due to quantization errors 
caused Ьу а comЫnation of quantization errors caused 
Ьу а comЬination of quantization steps in the finest 
and the next layer schernatically given in figure 11. 
The effect on the results of different scenes is 
dernonstrated. 

Expert and non-expert observers 

At this point it seerns appropriate to mention the expert-non
expert proЬlern. It is well known that experts are consideraЫe 
rnore critical than non-experts. However, in practice develop
rnents often take place on the basis of expert observation. In 
many cases the experts are not only experienced viewers, they 
also know where to look as а result of their knowledge of the 
equipment in addition, they teлd to make а judgement on the 
basis of а scene in which they know the exact location of the 
sensitive spots. This is particularly the case at thresholds. 
The order of magnitude of these effects may Ье demonstrated in 
Fig. 15. ~his figure concerns thresholds of coding errors 
resulting from an algorithm for digital video recording (Wester
ink 1989). тwо images were presented to the subjects, one being 
the original the other the coded. The subjects had to express 
their preference in а •тwо Alternative Forced Choice• procedure. 



The independent variaЫe is the Ьit rate used Ьу the encoder 
(the more Ыts, the more detailed the image reconstruction). 
Five expert viewers were compared with five expert viewers with 
advance knowledge. For comparison the averages of two non
experts were included. The results show that experts who know 
what to look for and where are extraordinary critical. Generally 
speaking, it is necessary to decide on what type of subjects the 
conclusions are to Ье based. 

Fig. 15 
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Performance measures 

Finally an example is taken from а performance-oriented environ
ment; namely VDUs. 
If one assumes that reading comfort is а good criterion for the 
perceptual quality of VDUs, scaled comfort can Ье compared with 
some objective variaЫes. From reading research it is known 
that, if а text is difficult, the saccades of the еуе movements 
are relatively small and the fixation duration large. Ву taking 
а nonsense text and giving the subject а search task, for 
instance look for character А, the sarne observation is made if 
the visual quality of the characters is poor (Roufs et al. 
1988). Also the scan velocity expressed in characters per 
second, calculated frorn the tirne needed to complete the task, 
becomes lower when the quality of the characters is made worse 
(Roufs et al. ibid). One way to vary the perceptual quality is 
to vary the lurninance contrast ratio of character and back
ground. 
Fig. 16 shows а comparison of visual cornfort scaled on а 10-
point numerical category scale with the three objective 
variaЫes mentioned. The data are averages of З subjects for the 
character font BEEHIVE. Fixation duration is plotted downwards, 
since it becomes longer if cornfort decreases. 
The correlation between the variaЬles is obvious (the correla
tion coefficient r=.87 ) . 

Conclusions 

The results may Ье sumrnarized as follows: 
а) Scaling is а realistic tool to estaЫish the relation 

between perceptual quality and the physical parameters. 
Ь) Nurnerical category scaling is fast and the results are 

encouraging with respect to its validicy. 
с ) Matching is а viaЫe rnethod for the construction of trade

off functions and to test scaling results. 
d) Threshold rneasurement, а well-accepted method, is а useful 

tool to estaЫish upper lirnits of unwanted and lower limits 
of wanted attributes. 

е ) An appropriate choice of the test scenes causes more 
proЫems than the differences between subjects. 

f ) Some caution has to Ье taken with test results measured Ьу 
expert subjects, especially those who have advance 
knowledge. 
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